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Introduction

Di�use noise �eld simulation is of interest as one component
for recreating complex noise scenarios, as e.g., for vehicle cab-
ins or air plane cabins. In the �rst part of this contribution we
discuss the de�nition of di�use noise �elds and measurement
methods for verifying their properties. In the second part we
discuss methods for reproducing approximately di�use noise
�elds by a minimum number of loudspeakers, and we are dis-
cussing ongoing research on in-car noise simulation.

Di�use Noise Field

Classical de�nitions of a di�use sound �eld can be summa-
rized by the following two equivalent de�nitions[1]: 1) In a dif-
fuse sound �eld there is equal probability of energy ow in all
directions. 2) A di�use sound �eld comprises an in�nite num-
ber of planes propagating waves with random phase relations,
arriving from uniformly distributed directions.  e de�nition
implies that generating di�use sound �elds calls for the super-
position of in�nitely uncorrelated plane waves. We will show
that a di�use noise �eld can be approximated using a �nite
number of noise sources. For practical reason, we will de-
�nemeasurable properties of di�use sound �elds[2]: 1) homo-

geneity: sound pressure level should be constant in the whole
�eld, 2) isotropy: sound intensity level should be zero.  e co-
herence property of a di�use noise �eld can also be utilized as
our third measurable property: 3) coherence: the coherence
(Γ) between points 1 and 2 with a distance of d has the form
of:[3, 4]

Γ12( f ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

sin
2π f d

c
2π f d

c

in 3-D �elds,

J0 ( 2π f dc ) in 2-D �elds.
(1)

where c is the speed of sound and J0(⋅) is the Bessel function
(of the �rst kind) of order 0.

To analyze the homogeneity, we use a grid microphone array
to measure the noise pressure at several positions.  e micro-
phone signals can also be used to calculate the coherences of
the noise �elds. Sound intensity can be measured using an in-
tensity probe. We havemeasured these inside running cars and
it con�rms that in-car background noise can stand as an exam-
ple of a di�use noise �eld.

Generation of di�use noise �elds

Classical methods for generating di�use sound �elds assume
that a closed and reverberating room is a component in creat-
ing such �elds, hence the reections are important in creating
the in�nite number of plane waves. We try to remove this pre-
condition in our e�ort so that we will be able to create di�use

noise �elds in any rooms. We focus the aims to reproducing
noise �elds which approximate homogeneous sound pressure,
zero intensity vector and sinc-shaped coherence.  e prob-
lem of reproducing homogeneous sound pressure and the zero
intensity vector can be solved intuitively by distributing un-
correlated plane wave sources evenly surrounding the area of
interest.  e sources should encircle the region of interest so
that they have the same distances to the observation points to
simulate the condition that the noise comes from every direc-
tion and will create a noise �eld with zero intensity vector and
homogeneousness pressure. Phase randomness can be created
using uncorrelated plane wave sources.

To approximate the coherence’s sinc-shape an analytic solution
is necessary. For simpli�cation, only reproduction in a plane
is considered. Furthermore, a free-�eld condition is assumed.
In the case of N circularly distributed monochromatic plane
waves are observed at two points having a distance d, we de-
rived that the coherence of the generated �eld can be expressed
as:

Γ212plane( f ) =
∣ N∑
n=1

e− j2π f
d cos θn
c ∣

2

N2
(2)

Eq. (2) shows that the coherence depends on the number of
plane waves and additionally depends also on the angles of di-
rections (θn) of the plane waves. A visualization of the coher-
ence as a function of frequency and incident angle is shown in
�gure 1 for the case of 3, 4, 6, and 100 plane waves. At a lower
number of plane waves, the e�ect of incident angle is promi-
nent, and “some” values of the incident angles gives better re-
sult than the others. Hence by choosing the “right” set of inci-
dent angle, the sinc-shaped coherence of di�use noise �eld can
be approached, even with a few plane waves.  e disadvantage
is that it has a strong dependency on the incident angle which
implies that the sources’ positions and observation pointsmust
be �xed.

Because normal loudspeakers generate spherical waves instead
of plane waves, it will be bene�cial also to explore the coher-
ence shape of a noise �eld generated by spherical waves. For
simplicity, it is assumed here that the loudspeakers are perfect
monopoles. We derived that the coherence is:

Γ212spher( f ) =
∣ N∑
n=1

1

R
√
R2 − d2 cos2 θn

e− j2π f
√
R2+Rd cos θn−
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2
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1

R2 + Rd cos θn

N∑
n=1

1

R2 − Rd cos θn

(3)

which approaches Eq. (2) if d ≪ R. As an example, if we choose
d = 4 cm and R = 32 cm, the visualization of Eq. (3) is already
very close to Fig. 1. We can therefore apply the discussion from
previous paragraphs to this case.
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Figure 1:Magnitude squared coherences of noise �elds created by 3, 4,

6 and 100 plane waves, drawn as functions of f and θ1 .  e distances

between the observation points are 4 cm

Measurements

Coherences of planewaves generated noise �eldwasmeasured.
 e plane waves were generated by a Wave Field Synthesis
(WFS) system with 24-loudspeaker circular array.  e diam-
eter of the array is 64 cm which gives inter-speaker distance
of 8.5 cm, resulting in an aliasing frequency of 2 kHz.  e
loudspeakers are Sony SRS-Z1 whose ampli�ers are driven by
3 8-channel ADC/DAC Behringer ADA8000.  e DAC con-
verts 3 ADAT signals from RME Hammerfall Digiface which
is connected to an IBM inkpad notebook.  eWFS render-
ing engine run onWindows XP, where its core rendering algo-
rithmwas ported from the Linux-basedWFS rendering engine
from the Multimedia Communications and Signal Process-
ing group of the Friedrich-Alexander University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg. Some programming techniques, such as multi-
thread and large multi-bu�ers, must be implemented to en-
able simultaneous 24-channel WFS playback and 24-channel
recording. Up to 6 plane waves sources can be simulated by
the 1.7 GHz Intel PentiumM of the inkpad notebook.

Other measurements to see the coherence of di�use noise �eld
generated by spherical waves were also done.  e advantage
of this method is that no special rendering engine is required,
hence 24 loudspeakers can be used without burdening the
computer system to much. Measurement of homogeneity and
coherence were done using a 6 × 4 grid microphone array, the
grid spacing is 4 cm. Measurement of isotropywere done using
a G.R.A.S intensity probe.

Sound pressure and intensity measurement showed a good ap-
proximation of a di�use noise �eld. Magnitude squared coher-
ence from ameasurement of 6 plane waves is shown in Fig. (2).
It can be seen that below the aliasing frequency, the curves of
the measured noise �elds �t well to the theoretical curve.  e
magnitude squared coherence of the di�use noise �eld created
by 24 spherical waves is also shown in Fig. (2).

Application for In-car Noise Simulation

Arti�cially generated di�use noise �eld can be applied to simu-
late in-car noise.  e possibility to generate di�use noise �eld
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Figure 2: Magnitude squared coherences of noise �elds created by 6

plane waves, 24 spherical waves, and theoretical calculation.

with only a few loudspeakers is very suitable for cars, whose
cabins are normally small. Simulated in-car noise is useful
in car’s so�ware testing which requires the presence of back-
ground noise.  e advantage of using simulated noise is that
it can produce repeatable noise �elds which guarantees consis-
tent testing results.

For reproduction inside car cabins, the describedmethod can-
not yet yield optimum results.  e described method does not
yet take into account the reverberations. Further work is nec-
essary to compensate the reverberations. Furthermore, in re-
verberant rooms, the Schröder frequency must also be consid-
ered, above which the sound �eld appears to be di�use[4].

Conclusion

It is shown that di�use noise �elds can be generated using a
minimum number of loudspeakers, especially in the case of
small observation distances and �xed observations points.  e
exact number of required loudspeakers depends on the ob-
servation points distances and their relative angle to the loud-
speakers.

Further works are needed to expand the analysis to the 3-
dimensional cases and taking into account the room reverber-
ations. Without considering room e�ects, implementations of
the method described in this paper will not work in an opti-
mum manner.
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